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The Problem
During President Bush’s tenure in office, credit card debt has exploded.
•

Credit card debt increased by 37.6% between the end of 2000 and the end of 2007. In
fact, the amount of outstanding credit card debt increased 7.4% between 2006 and 2007,
its fastest annual rate of growth in seven years. 1

•

The average credit card debt per household was $7,652 at the end of 2006, 2 which
represents 15.9% of median income, up from 12.9% of median income in 2000. 3

Key economic indicators (below) suggest that the increase in credit card debt reflects
Americans’ increasing difficulty in paying their bills.
•

The unemployment rate has increased from approximately 4.5% at the beginning of 2007
to 5.7% in July 2008. 4

•

Nonfarm payrolls declined by almost half a million jobs (463,000) in the first two
quarters of the year. 5

•

Most importantly, consumption growth declined in 2007, a strong suggestion that
increased credit card debt is not attributable to increased consumption but to increased
economic insecurity. 6

What has President Bush done?
President Bush signed the 2005 Bankruptcy Bill.
•

This bill made it more difficult to file for bankruptcy under Chapter 7, which provides for
some level of debt forgiveness, and instead requires more filers to file under Chapter 13,
which does not forgive any debt.

•

The bill also prioritized the payment of credit card debt over other debts such as alimony
and child support.

What has President Bush failed to do?
President Bush failed to support regulations that encourage responsible lending and
borrowing. Deregulation of the credit card industry over the past few decades has created an
environment with excessive interest rates, high late payment and other fees, and abusive lending
practices caused by ambiguous contract terms. Regulatory interventions could potentially ease
Americans’ credit card debt. Some interventions President Bush could have pursued:
•

Regulate late payment and other penalties: Late payment penalties are now the fastest
growing revenue source for the credit card industry. 7 The average fee increased from $13

in 1995 to $34 in 2005 and most credit card companies have completely eliminated the
grace period. 8 Federal legislation limiting late fees and establishing a universal definition
of “late payment” could help to slow the growth of credit card debt. 9

1

•

Prohibit the practice of universal default. Many credit card companies change the
lending terms to “default” terms—which can mean a dramatic increase in interest rates—
when they find out that the customer has defaulted on a different loan.

•

Prohibit retroactive interest rate increases. Many credit card companies increase
interest rates and apply the new rate to debt incurred at the previous rate. This practice
retroactively raises the cost of purchases made under different contract conditions. The
Credit Card Bill of Rights (H.R. 5244) would prevent this practice as long as the
cardholder is not more than 30 days late on his/her payment. 10

•

Require written cardholder consent for changes to terms. Under a bill introduced in
the Senate (S. 2753), credit card companies would be required to obtain written consent
each time they elected to increase interest rates or fees. 11
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